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UnderwritingPro Hands-on Rules Training
Are you maximizing your use of the UnderwritingPro Rules Engine? Do you wonder if you could be
automating more? Maybe it’s been a while since you made updates to your rules, or you have new
resources that would benefit from hands-on rules training?
Sapiens UnderwritingPro offers the industry’s leading solution that allows carriers to update and
manage their own underwriting rules. Now is the time to take full advantage of this unique benefit!
Hands-on Rules Training provides a cutting-edge advantage to a wide range of personnel, including
rule writers, business analyst users, rule testers and IT personnel, as well as underwriting and new
business management who oversee system-input rule requests. Training targets both new and
existing clients who require a refresher course or new employee training.
Sapiens’ solution brings rules training capabilities to a whole new level of seamless sophistication
and elite performance. Using multiple hands-on exercises, Sapiens UnderwritingPro Hands-on Rules
Training simplifies the rules engine process – in a user-friendly, virtual environment that takes less
than three days to master.

Topics covered in the hands-on exercises include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rules Tables (i.e. Age/Face Tables)
Rules calling other rules when necessary (i.e. “determination” rules)
User calculations (i.e. income factor calculations, BMI calculations, etc.)
Ability to integrate multiple If/Then statements
Rules Projects
Rulebooks

Training format/details:

•
•
•
•

“Virtual” style training using WebEx and the Sapiens Sandbox environment
Training consists of three 4-hour sessions over a 3-day period – enabling users to attend to their regular
workload without overloading them with too much information at once
We bring the experts, you bring the questions
Eliminates the need for carriers to prepare a training environment or clean up practice rules from
hands-on exercises

3 Reasons to Attend:

•
•
•

Maximimize the advantages of UnderwritingPro – Manage your rules!
User friendly and easy to master
Simplify the rules engine process

Schedule your Hands-On Rules Training, led by an expert in rules, today. Contact your Sapiens
account manager to learn more or to schedule training! All you need to do is show up – we’ll take care
of the rest!
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